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Our Network will be built on the principles 
which underpin the network, providing 
Integrated fares and ticketing across all modes. 
Delivering to the core principles of:

Convenient 

Affordable 

Accessible

Simple

Value for Money



Zonal Fares

A little about Launch 

Launched Sunday 13 January 2019

Biggest ever customer-facing change

Stop-to-stop tickets replaced with 
simpler, more flexible and better value 
zone based tickets

Offers customers better value – 78.5% 
of individual fares cheaper than before

Step towards more integrated ticketing 
system for GM

Metrolink Zonal Fares



Contactless Travel

• Launched Monday 15 July

• Passengers required to ‘touch in and touch 
out’ at validators

• System works out fare up to a daily cap 

• Beneficial to less frequent travellers (adult day 
and single tickets) - 11.5m in 2018

• Further steps towards Our Network

• Visa research – transport use could increase 
by 27% with easier payment system





Our Pass

• Free bus travel for 16-18 year 
olds across the city region

• Along with a wealth of 
sporting, cultural & leisure 
opportunities

• No time or day restrictions



OUR PASS



Current Ticketing Initiatives 



Early Bird

• New contactless benefit for weekdays - the 
‘early bird bonus’. 

• Customers who touch-in before 7am on 
weekdays will benefit from the off-peak daily 
cap.

• Each touch-in throughout the day must be 
before 7am or after 9.30am (touch-out can be at 
any time).

• Customer must remember to touch-out to 
benefit from the daily cap (already applies).

• Example saving on 2020 fares - all zones anytime 
cap is £7.10 and off-peak cap is £4.90 – saving 
£2.20.



Other Initiatives

As part of the wider Care Leavers Covenant and 
conjunction with the Prince’s Trust, TfGM will extend 
the current pilot being ran with GMTL to provide free 
bus travel to Care Leavers in the region. 

Looking at more flexible ticketing options, actively 
under development. 

Extension of the Women’s Concessionary Travel 
Scheme – building on the introduction of the 
scheme in 2017, eligibility will now be extended 
to women born up to Apr 1955.

Introduction of an annual £10 charge for off peak 
travel on Tram and Train across GM for 
Concessionary Pass holders.



Future 

Roadmap of development to improvement access to 
travel and mobility across all of GM, delivering on 
the promise of an integrated ticketing proposition 
across all transport modes

Continual improvement of the customer offer to 
deliver the core principles 

Review of the retail channels available

Work in close collaboration with Transport 
Operators and other city regions



Questions ?


